Call for Participation

2005 AAAI Fall Symposium Series

November 3–6, 2005 ■ Hyatt Regency Crystal City, Arlington, Virginia

Sponsored by the American Association for Artificial Intelligence
With Support from the National Science Foundation

The American Association for Artificial Intelligence is pleased to present the AAAI 2005 Fall Symposium Series, to be held Friday through Sunday, November 4-6. The Symposium Series will be preceded on Thursday, November 3 by a one-day AI funding seminar, which will be open to all registered attendees of the fall symposium series. The titles of the eight symposia are:

- **Agents and the Semantic Web**
  Cochairs: Terry Payne (trp@ecs.soton.ac.uk) and Valentina Tamma (V.A.M.Tamma@csc.liv.ac.uk)

- **Caring Machines: AI in Eldercare**
  Chair: Timothy Bickmore (bickmore@bu.edu)

- **Coevolutionary and Coadaptive Systems**
  Cochairs: Mitchell A. Potter (mpotter@aic.nrl.navy.mil) and R. Paul Wiegand (wiegand@aic.nrl.navy.mil)

- **Explanation-Aware Computing**
  Chair: Thomas Roth-Berghofer (trb@dfki.uni-kl.de), Stefan Schulz (schulz@sce.carleton.ca), and Andrea Woody (awoody@u.washington.edu)

- **From Reactive to Anticipatory Cognitive Embodied Systems**
  Cochairs: Cristiano Castelfranchi (c.castelfranchi@istc.cnr.it), Christian Balkenius (Christian.Balkenius@lucs.lu.se), Martin Butz (butz@illigal.ge.uiuc.edu), and Andrew Ortony (ortony@northwestern.edu)

- **Machine Ethics**
  Cochairs: Michael Anderson (anderson@hartford.edu), Susan Leigh Anderson (susan.anderson@uconn.edu), and Chris Armen (chris.armen@trincoll.edu)

- **Mixed-Initiative Problem-Solving Assistants**
  Cochairs: David W. Aha (david.aha@nrl.navy.mil) and L. Karl Branting (branting@bellsouth.net)

- **Roles, An Interdisciplinary Perspective**
  Cochairs: Guido Boella (guido@di.unito.it), James Odell (mailbox@jamesodell.com), Leendert van der Torre (torre@cwi.nl), and Harko Verhagen (verhagen@dsv.su.se)

Symposia will be limited to 40-60 participants each. Participation will be open to active participants as well as a limited number of interested individuals on a first-come, first-served basis. Registration information will be available on the AAAI web site in July 2005.

**Submission Requirements**

Interested individuals should submit a paper or abstract by the deadline listed below. Please mail your submissions directly to the chair of the individual symposium according to their directions. Do not mail submissions to AAAI.

**Important Deadlines**

- May 2, 2005: Submissions due to organizers
- May 23, 2005: Notifications of acceptance sent by organizers
- September 13, 2005: Accepted camera-ready copy due to AAAI.

For full descriptions and submission instructions, please see [http://www.aaai.org/Symposia/Fall/2005/fss-05.html](http://www.aaai.org/Symposia/Fall/2005/fss-05.html) or contact: AAAI, FSS-05, 445 Burgess Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025, 650-328-3123, 650-321-4457 (fax), fss05@aaai.org.